
SPEARWERX REAPER 
Javelin Elastic Training Device 

 

Instruction Guide 

 

 

The SPEARWERX REAPER is a device used to simulate the motions of overhand throwing while providing 

elastic resistance.  The benefits of the device are as follows 

 Provides resistance to the upper body so that the athlete can focus on the proper sequence of 

lower body movements while the throwing arms remains back. 

 The resistance helps stretch the muscles of the shoulder and throwing arm for warming up. 

 The adjustable resistance cords can be used to strengthen the muscles used in overhand 

throwing. 

 The device is the same diameter and has the same cord of the 600 and 800 gram javelin 

 The bands are selectable and replaceable for adjusting resistance and extending the life of the 

device. 

 

 

 

 

  



IMPORTANT!!!! 
 

Inspect the REAPER, its cords and all parts each time before using the REAPER. If any cords are 

frayed or there is other notable damage, DO NOT USE THE REAPER. Contact SPEARWERX and we 

can supply replacement parts. 

 

The REAPER cord must be attached to a sturdy immovable object. Do not use a human, even if 

they are really big!!! 

 

NEVER let go of the REAPER while the cords are stretched. 

 

Only use the REAPER as outlined in this instruction book 

 

 

  



Using the REAPER is Easy!!! 

 

If you are reading this, then you already completed step 1! 

 

 
The Reaper comes with (3) cords. Each one varies in resistance. Beginners should start with the 

easiest cord, the BLUE one. Find the end of the cord with the smaller of the two loops. Push this 

cord with the small loop first, up through the handle until the loop is lined up with the hole at 

the top of the REAPER. You can also use multiple cords at the same time to increase resistance 

even more! 



 
When the hole of the cord is in line with the hole in the REAPER, push the connection pin 

through both holes, then pull the safety loop on the pin over the front of the REAPER. 

 

 
Take the free end of the cord (bigger loop) and wrap it around a sturdy, stationary object. Like a 

fence. Then take the handle of the REAPER and pull it through the loop creating a sturdy 

connection 

 



 
 

Make sure the loop is on a sturdy object and make sure the loop cannot slide off of that object. 

 

 
Grab the Handle portion of the REAPER and slightly stretch the cord by pulling on it to create 

resistance. Then begin to use the REAPER to stretch the arms or to begin simulating the javelin 

throw technique. Allow the REAPER to keep the arm back while working on lower body 

movements. 

 

 

 

 

 



CONTACT US 
 

For any questions on how to use the REAPER or anything else javelin related, please contact 

SPEARWERX. We can help and are eager to help you become a better javelin thrower! 

 

Customerservice@spearwerx.com 

814-580-8263 

mailto:Customerservice@spearwerx.com

